What to Expect from the New USPTO Authentication Method for
Private PAIR and Registered EFS in Various Browsers
By Rick Neifeld, Neifeld IP Law, PC
As of today, October 24, 1016, the USPTO implemented a work around for its antiquated
system for accessing Private PAIR and implementing filings via Registered EFS. The antiquated
system requires using a Java Applet for user authentication. The old system has been widely
criticized and not compatible with modern version of popular browsers. This short article
graphically reviews what happens using the new system.
Private PAIR and Attorney EFS should be functionally identical. When an user now
attempts to log on to (for example) Private PAIR, here is what to expect, when using Firefox, IE,
and Chrome.
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I.

In Firefox
The first section
A user first navigates to the URL:
https://ppair.uspto.gov/TruePassSample/AuthenticateUserLocalEPF.html
shown below.

Enter the user digital certificate and password, just as you always did.
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This page appears.

This page contains the note:
Authenticate with Java Web Start requires Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
installed on the system, with Web Start launcher (javaws) configured to process
downloaded JNLP files, either by file extension or by file content type. These
configuration steps are performed by standard JRE installation process. Java
Applet Plugin is NOT required.
Select the new method, "Authenticate with Java Web Start (new method)".
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The following pop-up appears:

Check the "Do not show" checkbox, and click "run." This pop-up will not appear again if you
click-the-box.
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The following pop-up appears:

Enter your digital certificate and password again. Click Authenticate.
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The authenticated session PAIR URL https://ppair.uspto.gov/pair/PrivatePair
appears. Your browser should then show the Private PAIR main interface, seen below:

You can now proceed with your Private PAIR actions.
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Since your browser is in an authenticated session, like in the past, you can also switch to the
"EFS Registered" interface, as shown below.
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After signing off an authenticated session using Firefox, and then logging back in using
Firefox, I found no problem.
II.

In IE
Logging back in using IE, I found no problem.

III.

In Chrome

Logging back in using Chrome, I found problems. After clicking "Authenticate with Java
Web Start (new method)", the web page grayed out and a small pop-up in the lower left corner of
the page appeared. The pop-up is shown below:

After clicking "Keep" the following appears in the lower left hand corner:

Clicking the up arrow provides a menu with on option being "open". Clicking "open" results in
the following pop-up:
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From this pop-up, entering credentials then results in an authentication session at URL:
https://ppair.uspto.gov/pair/PrivatePair
After exiting the authentications session open in Chrome and attempting to start another
authenticated session, the same sequence of pop-ups occurs.
IV.

Summary

The new functionality to log on to an authenticated session for the USPTO Private PAIR
and Registered EFS works. But it works better in FireFox and IE, than in Chrome.
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